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We are an Innovation Studio
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Based in Mons, Belgium, we draw upon deep expertise,
human understanding, and global awareness to develop
products, services, and experiences that improve
people’s lives around the world.



White Space 
Innovation

Experience 
Strategy

Your Situation:

You’ve been challenged to think beyond 
incremental innovation and identify new 
breakthrough product and service ideas. These 
ideas must create new revenue streams for 
your organization.

Cazalpine has a proven process for creating 
“white space innovations” with our clients. By 
leveraging our NXT trends research along with 
our network of subject matter experts, and 
combining it with ethnographic research, our 
teams consistently identify unmet needs and 
opportunity areas for innovation. We then do 
the hard work of envisioning a future offering 
and defining the consumer experience and the 
enabling technology and business model.

Your Situation:

With recent advancements in technology, 
changes in the market place, or as a result of a 
competitive threat, you have the opportunity 
or need to rethink your customer experience 
strategy.

We help you step back and reimagine the 
experience your customers should have, and 
establish a clear strategy for a compelling 
future CX. We then create an useful roadmap 
for building toward this future state and driving 
business growth.

Our Expertise

 + Envisioning the future
 + Backcasting
 + NXT Cultural & business trends
 + Ethnographic research
 + Consumer insights
 + User needs definition
 + Business model innovation

Our Expertise

 + Growth strategy
 + CX strategy
 + Business model innovation
 + Envisioning
 + Backcasting
 + NXT cultural & business trends
 + Ethnographic research
 + Consumer insights
 + User needs definition
 + Product strategy
 + Service strategy
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Product &  
Service Design

Medical Device 
Development

Your Situation:

You have an idea for a new product or service 
and seek a partner who can help make it a 
reality and ensure the overall experience is 
designed to delight the consumer.

Cazalpine brings a range of physical, digital, 
and service design expertise to create brands, 
spaces, interactions, and digital and physical 
products. We’re at our best when leading inter-
disciplinary teams and we recognize that, as 
consultants, we cannot create anything on our 
own. We have a responsibility, an obligation, 
to work closely with our clients to move an 
idea from the whiteboard into the market 
through design, testing, development, and 
commercialization.

Your Situation:

You need to bring a new complex medical 
device to market. You need people who can 
collaborate with you and your team to move 
quickly but surely. Expertise you’re interested 
in may range from human factors, industrial 
design, mechanical engineering, electrical 
engineering, software, firmware, fluidics, 
optics, robotics, or perhaps all of the above.

Working with medical device clients, from 
Fortune 100 companies to four-person 
start-ups, Cazalpine brings the design and 
engineering expertise to identify the right 
concept, develop the underlying technology, 
build and test prototypes, and work with final 
manufacturing partners to get your product to 
market.

Our Expertise

 + Ethnographic research
 + User experience
 + Integrated design and development
 + Styling and CMF
 + Emerging technology integration
 + Business model design
 + Experiential prototyping
 + Qualitative resonance testing
 + Pilot design and testing
 + Roll-out support

Our Expertise

 + Collaborative project planning
 + Project management
 + Regulated product development 
 + User research   
 + Concept development 
 + Detailed multidisciplinary design
 + Model building
 + Engineering prototyping
 + Usability and functional testing
 + Technology development
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Complex Systems 
Design

Innovation 
Capability

Your Situation:

You work on complex social, economic, 
health, or civic challenges that span multiple 
organizations. You need to create holistic 
solutions that drive systemic-level change 
within a broader context, and progress is only 
made if all stakeholders are engaged.

Cazalpine helps organizations work together 
to drive meaningful change by aligning all the 
stakeholders’ respective interests around 
the end user’s needs. By focusing each 
organization on market need, we create new, 
integrated solutions to intractable problems.

Your Situation:

You’re working to drive results from design 
thinking. Most likely, you can easily generate 
ideas, but you may experience challenges 
in nurturing and scaling ideas within your 
organization.

We work with you to establish new processes 
and help your organization more readily 
adopt, cultivate, and employ user-centered 
innovation. Part training, part cultural 
transformation, we work with you to create a 
culture that fosters innovation.

Our Expertise

 + Design thinking & service design
 + Stakeholder alignment
 + Market need assessment
 + NXT Cultural & business trends
 + Envisioning
 + Backcasting
 + Business strategy

Our Expertise

 + Fostering a culture of innovation
 + Design thinking integration
 + Prototyping & piloting new ideas
 + Human-Centered design training
 + Process & metric development
 + Organizational transformation



Automotive 
Design & Mobility 
Innovation

Engage with us !

Your Situation:

You’re working to drive results from innovation 
to targets. Most likely, cars are no longer the 
machines people covet the most. The car 
industry needs to rethink its user as well as 
itself. It searches how to win the sustainable 
challenges and the global ride-hailing race to 
survive Uber.

We work with you to create insightful and 
powerful connected car experience for drivers, 
we cultivate and define what competitive 
transportation companies need to offer, and 
employ user-centered innovation. Part training, 
part cultural transformation, we work with you 
to create a meaningful and sensitive offering.

Our Expertise

 + Mobility centred innovation
 + User-centered experience
 + Automotive styling & CMF
 + Innovative concept
 + Package & prototyping
 + Aerodynamics
 + Project management
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hello@cazalpine.com

mailto:hello%40cazalpine.com?subject=Business%20opportunity%20or%20just%20say%20Hello%21


Our work fundamentally changes the way businesses 
and industries operate, creating measurable value 
for our clients, end users and society. We reinvent 
ourselves every single day. Get curious to discover how 
fast we can help your company to grow?
Engage with us!

It’s time to innovate!
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We create, You win.®

http://www.cazalpine.com

